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1. INTRODUCTION

The vave function that satisfies the matrix representation of Dirac's

equation for the electron has four components, the expressions for vhich depend

not only on the Bystem of coordinates but also on the directions of vectors

to which the components are referred. In ordinary Cartesian space the reference

vectors have the same directions at all points of space and time, but it is not

necessary for that to be so. For example, let Dirac's equation be written in

spherical polar coordinates, as in the analysis of the one-electron atom. Then

two obvious poBsibllitieB for the reference vectors (or tetrad) are that they

should be everywhere parallel to the tetrad at the origin, or that they should

be rotated so that they are everywhere locally tangential to the intersections

of the coordinate surfaces. Clearly the forms and solutions of Dirac'B equation

will differ In the two caseB (see Cook, 1962). More generally, coordinate

systems of general relativity may be needed, in which case other reference tetrads

may be appropriate, In particular, a null tetrad, as in the discussion of Dirac's

equation in the neighbourhood of a singularity (Chandrasekhar, 1976). The

general form of Dirac's equation when changes of the reference tetrad are allowed

has been known for some time; it is
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where E is the reBt energy, m

A is a component of the It-potential and V

o,4,A,3J (l.la)

U i3 a (covariant) DIrac matrix operator.

is the differential operator

-r, (

known ns a npin Connection Coefficient and like the connection coefficient

for tensors, gives the change of the spinor on parallel transport.

Let the wave function referred to a fixed tetrad be if , and that

referred to a rotated tetrad be Then the 7 muBt satisfy the relation

(1.2)

The transformations should not be restricted to frames of special

relativity because there are applications (for example, to molecular structure)

in which the frame is not inertia!.

The freedom to choose a reference tetrad has been used not only in the

context of general relativity (Chandrasekhar, 1976) but also in the separation

of Dirac's equation in Minkowskian space-time (Cook, 1982), ana it may also be



made use of in ohta.irar.s the effsctive magnetic moment or an electron in a

uniform magnetic ri^ia. i* is « M or some Interest to give an account Of

the derivation Of the general form of Dirac's equation, even though the

transformations of spinora and of Dirae's equation have been considered by

many authorB (Pock, 1929; Weyl, 1929; Bargmann, 1932; Belinfante, 19"*0; Bade and

Jehle, 1953; Brill and Wheeler, 195T and Jankovie, 1902), for a more concise

derivation of the formulae has been obtained. It ie presented in this paper as

the outcome of a discussion of the relation between spinOrS Mid

luB flfijtt Section is devoted to an account of the relation between spinors

and tensors, ana the third section to epinoi- dirf erentiation. Finally it is

shown how the covariant form of Dirac's equation follows in a simple manner.

2. SPINOBS AND TENSORS

2.1 The definition of spinors

Let t? be a complex space of n dimensions. Then a spinor of rank

m over that apace is defined to be a quantity that obeys the following law of

transformation:

IP'
(2.1)

ih, „ are the components of the original spinor, and I(J, . those
1 m g 1 m

of the transformed spinor. The quantities S are matrices which are
i

generally complex and non-singular. A., B. range over 1 to n.

It is known that the solutions of Dirac'a equation can be written as two

components, each spinor of rank 1 over a space of 2 dimensions. The elements

of the spinor solutions ore of course functions of the space-time coordinates.

Alternatively, the solution may be written aa It-Bpinors of rank 1.

Spinors are related to tensors and it is because the behaviour of

tensors under covariant differentiation is B O well known that it ie convenient

to make use of the relation between spinors and tensors to investigate the

behaviour of spinors under covariant differentiation.
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£.2 The connection between aplnors and tensors

Consider f i r s t a Hermitian epinor of rank 2 in 2-space. Becetuae i t is
Hermitian

A and u have the values 1 or 0 in,
i or <=• «nen an Index ie dotted, it

Indicates that the complex conjugate or the corresponding spinor component is
to be taken. Thus the definition of a spinor shows that

aa the product î $ or, more fully, as:
+, may be written

(2.2)

On taking the Kennitian conjugate.

(2.3)

I t follows that Herraitian 2-spinors of rank 2 are specified by k real
numbers and i t is for that reason that they may be 'related to a real i-vector.

Let V (p = 0,1,2,3) be the components of a real ^-vector and l e t

(2.1.)

Evidently, if is Hermitian, so i s o * ,

o* is a mixed object in that it transforms as a contravariant li-vector

with respect to the index u in coordinate space, and it transforms as a

covariant spinor of rank 2 in the spin space $ with respect to the indices

A and B.

To calculate the o quantities, we need to define a metric tensor y in
AB

spin space. Just as the metric tensor g enables coordinate indices to be

raised or lowered, so the spin metric tensor enables cpin indices to be raised

or lowered. It will be recalled that the metric tensor of special relativity

is a signed diagonal matrix, with signature (+,-,-,-). y „ can be chosen

to be an anti-symetric spinor:

-I*-



• c
We now show that y B

 l s invariant under a unimodular spin transformation.

Consider the bilinear form:

It is analogous to the form:

which is the scalar product of the vectors x and y. In the same way as the

scalar product of two vectors is required to be invariant under coordinate

transformations, so the scalar product, as we may call it, of two spinors of

rank 1 is required to be invariant under spin transformations.

How the covariant metric epinor of rank 2, f^g transforms as

(2.5)

where

end

spinor y

Thus, if S is a unimodular spin transformation, the anti-symmetric

invariant. That means that antl-Bymmetric spinor of rank 2

can be choaen aa the metric sspinor. The reason for the analogy betveen

and f and their respective behaviour under coordinate and spin transformatlone
AB

is that the binary unimodular group and the Lorentz group are isomorphlc

{see, for example, Heine, I960] and it ia upon this fact that the connection

between spinors and tensors is based.

Let us suppose, then, that g and Y,n
 a r e known. We wish to

y\f AB

establish the correspondence between the U-vectoi* V and the spinor •.„•

Then if the square of the first doeB not change under a transformation in

coordinate 3pace, neither must that of the second under a transformation in

spin space. We may in fact suppose that the two squares are equal:

(2.6)

The fact that 1 are anti-symmetric then leads to the relation:

(2.7)

Because g iB symmetrical, this expression comprises ten equations to

be satisfied by the 16 real quantities that are the elements of the Hermitian

objects a.

In the frame of special relativity, the simplest form of 1 is

. I

and the equations for the o's are satisfied by the following matrices:

which are Hermitian; and

(2.8b)

and

(2.8c)

which are not Hermitian.



These expressions shov explicitly that the a are Invariant for the

transformations of special relativity and consequently spinors of even rank

transform like local tensors.

We will now 3how how to calculate the spin transformation corresponding

to a given coordinate transformation, and specifically to a. restricted (pure

rotation) Lorentz transformation. Let the Lorentz transformation be represented

by the matrix with elements a . The spin transformation is the uninodular matrix

5 with 8 real elements, and they are found from the consideration of the

invariance of the objects o ^ , ov. , ou . The o's transform as vector

components with respect to the Lorentz transformation and as spinor components

with respect to spin transformations, and the spin transformations must therefore

be such that when combined with the coordinate transformations, the a's are

unchanged, that is to say,

6 •*V (3.9)

To show what is involved, it is sufficient to take as an example a

rotation about one of the coordinate axeS) for any rotation In Cartesian !i-space

may be represented as the product of I* matrices, each representing a rotation

about one of the axes of coordinates. Accordingly, take a., to be:

/

relations are obtained for the other possible choices of

k (0,1,2,3), A and B (1,2) and from them, and applying the condition that S

is to be uni-modular, the well known result,

(2.12)

is obtained for a rotation by the angle ^ in the x-y plane.

By a similar calculation, it will be found that the spin transformation

corresponding to a rotation by B about an axis in the x-y plane is

and for a rotation (Lorentz transformation) about an axis perpendicular to the

t and z directions, the spin transformation is

where

representing a rotation by about an axis perpendicular to the x-y plane.

The equations to be solved for the elements of S_ may be written as;

Suppose that k = 1, A = 1, B

Obtained above, it follows that

(2.10)

1A
With the forms of a~~ and a

13

The preceding results depend on the invariant of ofi . It was seen that

in the framework of special relativity, ff|_ and oP are also Invariant, and

that is because that coordinate metric tensor, gMV, is independent of the spin

coordinates. In more general systeiss, th$ metric tensors are functions Of the

coordinates and then neither oj' or a is invariant.

aEq. (2.7) gives Just the diagonal elements a a

(<J?)U; we now determine the non-diagonal elements

Sow YVR * 3 antisymmetrical and the expression

only, namely,

^ (o\)V + (o (a±) .

(2.H) / .

IB also antisymmetric with respect to the Indices, B and D, for if

-T-



then

A'/+

• #

nnd on interchanging the dummy indices C and A,

Hence, this object can be expressed as a multiple of y :

Multiply the equation by y__ and using Eq.(2.7), we have

or more simply

where

(2.13)

O.lUa)

<2.lUb)

The result indicates that the key quantities o that connect spinors and world

tensors must satisfy Eq. (2.1l4b), and it will be shown later that they are Just

the ifM in Dirae's equation when the metric spinor Y is taken to be

anti-symmetric to correspond with the metric tenBor g

Y

2.3 Connection between Dirac wave functions and tensors

An alternative to the procedures of the previous subsection is obtained by

starting from the Dirac equation itself and the wave function that satisfy it,

instead of from the formal geometrical definition of spinors.

The representation of the Dirac equation in the framework of special

relativity is

•iU/Vi f ' < tf (2.15a)

-9-

or, in components

(2.15b)

The equation was set up in the first place so that it should be invariant

under a restricted Lorentz transformation, and that implies

r'k - Y* (2.16)

Consider, as before, a rotation through an angle t (real or imaginary)

in the plane x - x , and denote the transformation matrix by L. , so that:
1J

u =. L. X1 ,

(2.17)

Let the transformation matrix for the (spinor) wave function it be

S ($). The transformed form of Dirac's equation i3 then:mn

(2.18)

On pre-multiplylng by S (•) we obtain;

fiS <+>7kL. K s"1 <f> - w. } f(x')
(2.19a)

which is required to be the same as

(2.19b)

Hence

(2.20)



It follows from the expressions for y and for L,. that:
Jit

(2.21)

where

Fmm - -L (ryz rv-; .

It ia convenient to relate the results we have Just obtained to scalar

and vector bilinear combinations of apinors, In terms of which (together with

tensor combinations) the Lagrangians of sub-atomic systems are usually expressed.

The Dirac matrices are unitary, that is

the Hermitian conjugate of the Dirac equation ia

Multiply on the right by y :

but

(y1'}" • Y , and BO

(2.22)

(2.23)

and so

»X* ? (2.25)

where

This is the adjoint spinor and It satisfies the adjoint equation. The

transformation rule for the adjoint spinor Is as follows:

•) A is the complex conjugate of A,

-11-

»' K

because

I t follows that the scalar, <H> (x ) 4> (x ) , i s invariant

(2.26)

— kThe object f(x)y ^i(x) i s , however, a vector for

(2.2T)

but

and consequently

ra'i ~ L l. (2.28)

showing that ^i(x) y ^(x) transforms as a vector.

In the more general ease, the covarlant form of the Dirac equation can

be written as

(2.29)

with the condition

-12-



It is well known that the requirement of covarianee can be satisfied with

matrices having four rovs and columns, but not vith matrices having fewer rows

and columns; therefore the wave function must have at least four components.

T I B written aB

M

I f

7* =

w h e r e <y a r e 2 x 2 m a t r i c e s t h e n

(2.30)

We immediately find that the matrices in Eq. (2.30) are the sane as the matrices

in Eq, (2.lUb). Thus the Dirac equation reduces to;

v y.

(2.31)

The Dirac wave function is ( ) and £, x each have two-components. The matrix

form of the equation is

{*•:.

(2.32)

where A and B are equal to 1 or 2.

Obviously the equation is covariant if:

i) (<J_) transforms as a 2-spinor with respect to index, B and A, and as a

contravariant world vector with respect to u,

ii) f r transforms »a a 2-spinor vith respect to B and as a covariant

world vector with respect to p,

A •
iii) £ transforms as a 2-splnor with respect to A.

As a matter of fact, identifying Eq. with Eq. (2.30) shows how

the matrices a in the Dirac equation connect spinor wave functions, and the

vector operator V to form a covarlant equation. It remains to show how to

construct a covariant derivative of a spinor with respect to a world coordinate

x .

3. COVARIANT DIFFERENTIATION OF EPINORS

In the previous section we have given two versions of the Dirac

equation,in one a 2-spinor wave function is used and in the other a It-spinor

wave function, The formalisms are in principle equivalent and both should be

covariant under general coordinate transformations. In the present section we

give the covariant derivatives for a 2-spinor and a l*-epinor respectively.

3.1 The covariant differentiatlon of a 3-spinor

By the analogy to the ease of a vector, the covariant derivative of a spinor

4> . should be formed of two parts, the ordinary differential and the additional

term caused by the difference in the neighbourhood of the metric, called the

infinitesimal displacement of the apinor ^ and represented by $n , where

the index p means that the displacement ia evaluated along the direction of

the variable X .

The relation o>_ \ I)I• is equivalent to

for using Y to raise and lower the index of a spinor,

and

(3.1)

The order of the indices of spinor Y is important.

As ve have already mentioned it is convenient to define the covariant

derivative of a spinor through the covariant derivative of a tensor. As with

a vector the eovariant derivative of a spinor has two parts, the ordinary

derivative and the infinitesimal parallel displacement.

On differentiating the left side of Eq. (3.1),

"P
(3.2)



The second tens is
Thus

(3.3)

The result ( O " "=0 has been used; it will be derived later. The ru

B ;p up
are Christoffel symbola of the second kind. The right Bide of Eq. (3.1) is

Combining EqB. (3.3) and (3.9), we have

(3.10)

By using Eq. (3.1) again

A
Again considering the second term, (*B)n , the spinor of rank 2 can always be

expressed as a product of two spinors of rank 1

V* s = **t» (3.5)

the parallel displacement of the spinor ^ can be written as a linear combination
B

of the components of the epinor $ , so we write

iiur "'(^e)^ ' (3.6)

The scalar product (r A ia an invariant quantity, and consequently

(3.7)

(3.11a)

' ' . ) '

(3.11b)

which.Is the equation to determine (r) , the spinor connection coefficients.

Finally we derive

a result already used.

C u
(a') possesses eome properties very similar to g|JW, because

Hence

Similarly we have

(3.8)

Then because (gPV)_ is zero, therefore

*))

and so

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

Now the o's are essentially arbitrary, and so all a are zero. Consequently,

-15-
-16-



(3.13)

Obviously in special relativity this is correct, because {o^)v Is constant;

in general relativity (a )v playB a similar role to g w v. In fact it is a
B

choice we may take when we define covariant differentiation for a splnor.

Alternatively a more general situation can be discussed (see Bade and Jehle, 1953),

our choice does not lose any generality In the essence of the covariant of

splnor and differentiation of a spinor and gives a more conciEe meaning to

(o ) and the covariant derivative of a spinor.
B

3.3 Arbitrary infinitesimal transformations

Let the local coordinate system undergo an Infinitesimal transformation,
so that x becomes x' with

when t (x"') are infinitesimal functions of x ,

Any transformation in special relativity is a rotation in It-space:

3.2 Local and world coordinate systems

In this section ve distinguish between general world coordinates and

local coordinates of Bpecial relativity; we use Greek indices for components

in the former and Latin indices for components in the latter.

The relation between the metric tensor of the world system and that of

the local system is

(3.U0

Thus

We define

t* + A

(3.17)

where the objects bj* are the gradients of the x" with respect to the x".

Thus, if a given value of u 1B taken, the components for which It takes the

values of 1,2,3 are to be regarded as space-like components of a H-vector in

local space, while bj! is the time-like component. They thus constitute a

tetrad of vectors with respect to which the components of any arbitrary vector

may be expressed. If t

local tetrad are written ofl t" and

is a world vector, its components with respect to the

(3.15)

We note that the indices of the tetrad vectors are raised and lowered by

the respective metric tensors, and that

1/ (3.16)

(3.16)

Similarly, the transformation of a world vector under an arbitrary

infinitesimal transformation is

These expressions may be generalized for a tensor of mixed rank:

(3.20)

The negative sign appears in the Becond term on the right because the index p

is covariant.

Regarding the tetrad b£ as a world vector, we have

(3.21)

-17-



3.U Infinitesimal parallel displacements and covariant differentiation

Of local tensors and spinors

The difference between two vectors t^fP), tW(P') at different points

P, P' is not a vector because the metric tensor is not the same at the two

points; only in CarteBian coordinates is the difference a vector. A derivative

that shall be a vector, that is, a covariant derivative, it constructed as

follows. Let a vector be drawn at P1 such that its components referred to

the local coordinates there are the same as those of the original vector at

P referred to the local coordinates at P, Clearly, the new vector so formed

at P1 is uniquely determined by the vector at P and the displacement from

P to P'; the construction is called parallel displacement, d^, and the vector

that results at P is denoted by

The object

(3.22)

is called the covariant derivative and it may be shown to be a tensor.

In view of the relation between local and world coordinates, the parallel

displacement of a world vector will lead to corresponding changes in local

vectors and spinors (see Fock, 1929 and Belinfante, 19^0). The following

treatment is rather more concise.

The infinitesimal parallel displacement of a world tensor dBt is

given by the affine connection coefficient I* :

(3.23)

where

(3.2»t)

and

~

-19-

Our aim is to obtain the infinitesimal displacements of local tensors

and spinorB in forms that are consistent with that for the parallel displacement

of a world vector.

On expressing a world vector in terms of a local vector, we have

Hence

We recall that the bo%..b^ are the four axeB of references for local

vectors, expressed in world coordinates. A parallel displacement of these

reference axes must give the corresponding reference axes at the new position,

where

K

(3.26)

We emphasize the importance of this result.

Consider now a cor.travariant vector referred to local axes:

Then

Mf

(3.27)



Now the b"(p) change to b'J|(P'5 by parallel displacement, which then may be

transformed to an infinitesimal transformation. Thus

*
Vs

The covariant derivative of t with respect to the index \> is

(3.26)

(3.29)

We now show that the right side of this equation is covariant. By the

definition of parallel displacement, t + d,,t 1B a local vector at P 1, that

is t (P1) is a local vector at P' so that

(3.30)

la a local vector at 11,, and consequently

(3.31)

transforms as a local vector. Vytk 1B a nixed quantity with a world index \>

and a local index k.

-21-

3.5 Spin connection coofricients

Consider now the covariant derivative of a spinor. We have Been that

the vector

may be formed from a spinor wave function.

The infinitesimal parallel displacement of tv is

(3.32)

The left side is rU t° and expanding the right side, we have

(3.33)

But

(3.3U)

here use hos been mode of the fact that the local vector y is invariant so.that

while A tM
(3.35)

By anaJoey with the definition of the vector connection coefficient, ve

write the parallel displacement of a apinor as

being a spin connection coefficient. The matrix representation is

(3.37)

-22-



We now derive the
ecause

follows that

hence

Vf-i

f o r m
spir

1*.
THE COVAfllAHT FORM OF THE DIRAC EQUATION

Then (3.38)

f3.39a)

The Batrix form is

"here

,,

that la

Thua we flnd f o r

that is

expreBaion

therefore

(3.39b)

(3.39e)

(3.J»Oa)

(3.hob)

(3.1.1)

m coefficients may be

for various coordinate systems are given by

-23-

quantitles

The

(Ov}

ve of a spinor Is

and the afflne spin coefficlente
r") satisfy equation

xt

.3b)

(it.UJ

" « . -in. the c o v a r i a n t d , ^ l e U e r s ̂  r - o to ,,.

™ derivatives of a . s p l n o r > D l r a c , s w i o n

(J..6a)

-2k-



(k&b)

where

(It.7b)

The covariant derivative of a spinor Is

(U.8)

and the (f,) satisfy the equation

{>».9)

14.1 Explicit forms of Dlrac's equation

We are now able to derive some specified forms of the covariant Dirao

equation for different metrics g ,

In the standard tetrad formallsin, one sets up at each point of space-time
a basis of four contravarlant vectors.

< u.10)

which satisfy certain commutation relations including orthogonality. Actually

+ TVYIJ = +2gPV and V ( 9 + f • mf do not define y" and I"

uniquely and there 1 B some freedom for a given choice of tetrad, (See Cook, 1982),

We give some examples to show the form of the Dlrac equation in terms of

various tetrads.

-25-

a) Dime's equation in curvilinear coordinates referred to a fixed

(Cartesian) tetrad.

With a fixed tetrad the operator v V = y i (where 1 = 1,2,3,0 are

the indices of the fixed axes of Carteolan coordinates), has to be written in

terms of the curvilinear coordinate x , that is 1 V . Becauae

9 X _ -y"' -1
(it.ID

(U.12)

How

while

For example', when spherical coordinates are employed, for which x = y sin 6 coa

x = y sin 6 ein<p , x « y C O B 6, and

yrr

then

jff «?'*'•»

'.«»

and

C.15)

-26-



Hence, uirac's equation becomes

- t(7' c

h
J (it.16)

The wave function tf> is related to the fixed tetrad - that i s , to a laboratory
system,

b} Derivatives evaluated with respect to a rotated tetrad, for which

Then the components of y along the direction of the rotated tetrad are
1 2 3 0Y . T . Y , T . or I . e .

(It.17)

= i t

The connection coefficients are

The Dirac's equation becomes

which is different from Eg. Ct.lfi) with reapect to the fixed tetrad,

c) Dirac's equation in curved space-time,

A Cartesian coordinate system cannot be used but a tetrad of vectors

1 , m , m and n ia introduced and related to e e e and e , the unit

vectors along axis x, y, z and t, by the equations (Bee Newman and Penrose,

-27-

where e and e are real null vectors and e and e> are complex null

vectors. Because the vectors are orthogonal

(It.21)

On account of the correspondence between tensors and apinors, there are•b-spinors

of rank 2 corresponding to the k null vectors and they can be represented by

r*rr* ,* * * * *
5 f « « / )

with

t.22)

« ̂  = (T
A» *» i ^i

where

C i;and C i; are spinors of rank 2.

Civen any tensor in space-time, it may be projected onto the tetrad

to obtain its tetrad components. Similarly, given any spinor in spin-space
A A

we can project it onto a set of basis spinors C , C- ; for example,
A

we cn prj p C , C ;
A

a spinor iK^,,, we can define its components along basis £ and

Riven

S e

Thus In terms of such components, Dirac's equation reads

(it.23)

(1..2U)

-28-



which are equivalent to

= M (4.25)

and can be expressed as

(It.26)

Small Latin le t te rs indicate that s the spinor is expressed by means of the
A A

components along a set of basis c and z .
The symbol V is the covariant differential operator 3 + I" and ao

m li li

If the symbol 3 is understood ae o. 3 and
Di bi m

then

(U.27)

By using the spinor metric y and y to raise and lower the indices,

equations (14.26) become

(It.29)

vhere V . . are the so-called spin coefficients,
abed

-29-

ab
Finally to express the equations explicitly, we choose the simplest form

= y.
ab

If the metric Is given, then the a^ can be cedculated, and if the null tetrad

Is chosen as we discussed, the Bet of basis spinors can be written down and

therefore the o . and T . . can be calculated. For example, when the Kerr
ab abed * '

geometry is taken the spin coefficients have been represented by special Greek

letterB and discussed in detail (See Newman and PenroBe, 1962}.
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